In this paper we describe the use of QE, a framework that aims to obtain predictions on the quality of translations, to improve the performance of machine translation (MT) systems without changing their internal functioning. We apply QE to experiments with:
Introduction
QE is a quality estimation framework that offers a wide range of feature extractors that can be used to describe source and translations texts in order to build and apply models to predict the quality of translations. It was developed within QTLaunchPad (Preparation and Launch of a Large-Scale Action for Quality Translation Technology), 1 a project aimed at high quality machine translation through, among other things, the use of novel metrics to systematically measure and estimate translation quality.
We use QE to predict and improve the quality of MT systems without changing their internal functioning and evaluate with automatic evaluation methods. In what follows we describe the experimental settings (Section 2) and results of several experiments focusing on four approaches: (i) multiple system translation ranking (Section 3), (ii) n-best list re-ranking and (iii) n-best list combination (Section 4), and (iv) ITERPE to identify translations with potential for improvement and build sentencespecific SMT systems (Section 5). SMT performance improvements according to all these approaches are summarized in Table 16 .
Experimental settings

Datasets
The multiple MT system translation ranking experiments in Section 3 use the following datasets where multiple machine translations are available for each source sentence: DEAMT09 English to Spanish translations by four SMT systems, denoted by s 1 -s 4 , scored for post-editing effort (PEE) 2 in 1-4 (highest-lowest) in absolute terms (Specia et al., 2009) . 3, 095 sentences are used for training and 906 for testing. DQET13-HTER English to Spanish translations scored for HTER with 2, 254 sentences for training and 500 for testing (Task 1.1 dataset used in quality estimation task (QET13) at WMT13 (Bojar et al., 2013) ). DQET13-rank(de-en) German to English set of up to five alternative translations produced by different MT systems human ranked relative to each other according to their quality. 7, 098 source sentences and 32, 922 translations are used for training and 365 source sentences and 1, 810 translations for testing (Task 1.2 dataset in QET13). DQET13-rank(en-es) English to Spanish DQET13-rank dataset with 4, 592 source sentences and 22, 447 translations for training and 264 source sentences and 1, 315 translations for testing.
The re-ranking and combination experiments in Section 4 use the following datasets: DQET13-nbest English to Spanish n-best lists provided in Task 1.1 of QET13.
DFDA13-nbest English to Spanish and Spanish to English distinct 1000-best lists from
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) SMT systems developed for the WMT13 translation task using FDA5 (Biçici, 2013a; Biçici and Yuret, 2015) , which is developed for efficient parameterization, optimization, and implementation of state-of-the-art instance selection model feature decay algorithms (FDA) Biçici and Yuret, 2015) . FDA try to increase the diversity of the training set by decaying the weights of n-gram features from the test set.
The ITERPE and SSSS experiments in Section 5 use the following datasets: DFDA14-train English to German and German to English translations of separate 3, 000 sentences randomly selected from the development sentences available at WMT14 that are unused when training the Parallel FDA5 Moses SMT systems with translations obtained using the Parallel FDA5 Moses SMT systems. DFDA14-test English to German with 2, 737 sentences and German to English with 3, 003 sentences WMT14 translation task test set with baseline translations obtained with the Parallel FDA5 Moses SMT systems developed for the WMT14 translation task 
Evaluation metrics
We evaluate the learning performance with root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), relative absolute error (RAE), MAE relative (MAER), mean RAE relative (MRAER). RAE measures the absolute error relative to the absolute error of the mean target value, where y i represents the actual target value for instance i,ȳ the mean of all these instances, andŷ i a prediction for y i :
We define MAER and MRAER for easier replication and comparability with relative errors for each instance:
MAER is the mean absolute error relative to the magnitude of the target and MRAER is the mean relative absolute error relative to the absolute error of a predictor always predicting the target mean assuming that target mean is known. MAER and MRAER are capped from below 3 with ϵ = MAE(ŷ, y)/2, which is the measurement error and it is estimated as half of the mean absolute error or deviation of the predictions from target mean. ϵ represents half of the score step with which a decision about a change in measurement's value can be made. ϵ is similar to half of the standard deviation, σ, of the data but over absolute differences. For discrete target scores, ϵ = step size 2 . A method for learning decision thresholds for mimicking the human decision process when determining whether two translations are equivalent is described in (Biçici, 2013b) .
Additionally, acc (accuracy) represents the percentage of source sentences for which the first-ranked translation by the ranker model agree with humans. For correlation with human judgments, we use Kendall's τ (Bojar et al., 2013) . Translation performance is evaluated using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , F 1 (Biçici and Yuret, 2011; , 1-WER (WER for word error rate), and averaged sentence-level scores BLEUs 4 and NISTs (sentence NIST (Doddington, 2002) ). F 1 has been shown to correlate with human judgments better than TER (Biçici and Yuret, 2011; Callison-Burch et al., 2011) . Predicting F 1 also allowed us to achieve top results in DQET13-rank (Biçici, 2013b) .
Algorithms
We use Support Vector Regression (SVR) (Smola and Schölkopf, 2004) as the learning algorithm and also use Partial Least Squares (PLS) or feature selection (FS). Feature selection is based on recursive feature elimination (RFE) (Guyon et al., 2002; Biçici, 2013b) . We use scikit-learn 5 implementation. Some of the results may be rounded with round(.) function from python 6 and some with numpy.round() function from numpy 7 , which may cause differences at the least significant digit 8 .
QE Quality Estimation Features
QE offers a number of MT system-and language-independent features, of which we explore two sets: 3 We use ⌊ . ⌋ϵ to cap the argument from below to ϵ.
4 If an n-gram match is not found, the match count is set to 1/2|T ′ | where |T ′ | is the length of the translation. • BL: 17 baseline features. These include sentence and average token lengths, number of punctuation symbols, LM probability, average number of translations per source word, and percentage of low or high frequency words.
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• IR: 35 information retrieval and readability features. Information retrieval features measure the closeness of the test source sentences and their translations to the parallel training data available indexed with Lucene (The Apache Software Foundation, 2014) to predict the difficulty of translating each sentence or finding their translations Biçici, 2013b) . For the top five retrieved instances, retrieval scores, BLEU, and F 1 scores over the source sentence or its translation are computed quantifying the closeness of the instances we can find or their similarity to the source sentence or their translation. Readability features attempt to capture the difficulty of translating a sentence by computing the LIX readability score (Björnsson, 1968; Wikipedia, 2013) for source and target sentences, the average number of characters in source and target words, and their ratios. Table 1 shows the number of features in IR categorized according to information source. The combined feature set, BL+IR, contains 52 features. For experiments in Section 4, we only consider IR on the translations, since the source sentence is the same for all translation candidates. These results in 18 features, derived for each translation, using retrieval scores, BLEU, and F 1 scores over the top five instances retrieved and three LIX readability features. In that case, the combined feature set, BL+IR, contains 35 features. In those experiments, we also use Moses SMT model-based features, which are obtained from the n-best lists generated, adding 15 more features (6 for lexical reordering, 1 for distortion, 1 for language model, 1 for word penalty, 1 for phrase penalty, 4 for the translation model, and 1 for the overall translation score). This feature set is referred to as SMT. IR+SMT contains 33 features, while BL+IR+SMT contains 50 features.
Multiple System Translation Ranking
In multiple MT system translation ranking, we rank translations produced by different MT systems according to their estimated quality. System combination by multiple MT system translation ranking can lead to results that are better than the best MT system performance (Biçici and Yuret, 2011; . Some of the results in this Section are also presented in . For DEAMT09, we predict F 1 scores and PEE and for DQET13-HTER, F 1 and HTER. Table 2 presents the prediction results on DEAMT09 for translations from all four systems s 1 -s 4 and on DQET13-HTER using a single general SVR model, i.e., a model combining translations from all MT systems. RAE decreases with the addition of the IR; F 1 is easier to predict than PEE when IR is included. Table 3 presents the prediction results on the DEAMT09 datasets using separate SVR models for each translation system. In Section 3.2, we observe that building separate SVR models for each translation system achieves better performance than building a single model over all of the training set available. Table 3 shows that translation system s 4 is the easiest to predict. This is the MT system with the lowest translation performance (Table 4) . IR achieve better performance when predicting F 1 , but slightly worse performance when predicting PEE scores. Individual models perform better than using a general model during prediction and as we see in Section 3.1, also when ranking alternative translations for the same source sentence. Table 3 . Prediction performance of individual SVR models on the DEAMT09 dataset.
1-best Translations
In this section the goal is to rank alternative translations based on their predicted quality to select the best MT system for each translation. For comparison, Table 4 shows the individual performance of each MT system and oracle MT system selection results based on true sentence-level scores (PEE, BLEU, and F 1 ). Oracle selection using PEE (human) scores obtains worse scores than s 1 , the top system, which indicates that PEE does not correlate well with BLEU or F 1 .
System
BLEUs BLEU The predicted scores for each alternative translation of a given source sentence are used to rank these alternatives. For the DQET13-HTER dataset we treat relative 5-way rankings as absolute scores in [1, 5] (best-worst). The absolute scores, [1 − 4] for DEAMT09 and [1−5] for DQET13-HTER, are referred to as PEE scores. We also predict each translation's F 1 score where y is calculated using the reference translations. Table 5 presents the 1-best translation results for the DEAMT09 dataset obtained by ranking translations from each system based on the predictions produced by a single general SVR model or individual SVR models (Specia et al., 2010) , i.e., a model built for each SMT system. In case of ties, we randomly pick among the equally scoring system outputs. As a baseline, we compute acc-best (accuracy of best-system), which is the percentage of source sentences for which the best system on average (s 1 ) actually provides the best translation. We achieve gains up to 2.72 BLEU, 3.66 BLEUs, and 2.17 F 1 points compared to the top MT system. QE is also able to achieve higher accuracy than the previously reported 0.77 (Specia et al., 2010) .
Correlation with Human Judgments
Here we rank the translations according to the predicted scores and evaluate their correlation with the human rankings. 
n-Best List Re-ranking and Combination
In this section we describe the use of QE to obtain predictions on the quality of translations in n-best lists in order to re-rank these lists to have the best predicted translation ranked first, or combine translations in these lists to generate a new, better translation. Translation quality improvements using re-ranking or combination allow SMT system independent gains. Re-ranking is done at the sentence-level by using quality predictions to rank translations from n-best lists and select the top ones. Combination is done at the word-level by using lattice re-scoring to obtain combined translations from translation hypotheses that minimize overall word error. Re-ranking results show that we can improve over 1-best results, with 100-best lists leading to the best results. Word-level combination results show that the performance increase as we increase n and the best results are obtained with 1000-best lists where 1000 is the largest n we experimented with. We predict F 1 scores and retain the top results among different settings achieving improvements according to F 1 or overall.
Word-level combination is obtained by converting each n-best list into a word lattice and finding the word-level combination of translation hypotheses that minimizes WER. A word lattice is a partially ordered graph with word hypotheses at the nodes (Mangu et al., 2000) . An n-best lattice rescoring (Mangu et al., 2000) functionality is provided by the SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) toolkit. Each hypothesis in a given n-best list is weighted with the predicted scores, converted into a word lattice format, aligned, and the best hypothesis minimizing the WER is selected as the consensus hypothesis. As we see in the results, the word-level combination approach is able to improve the performance more than sentence-level re-ranking due to reasons including (Mangu et al., 2000) : (i) lattice representation is able to consider alternative translations, (ii) pruning of the lattices minimizes word errors and leads to better modeling of word posterior probabilities, (iii) WER minimization may be a good target to optimize for translation performance. Table 7 presents 1-best translation baseline, oracle translation according to F 1 , and the 1-best translation results after sentence-level re-ranking according to the predicted F 1 scores using 50-best or 100-best lists, and after word-level combination using 250-best or 1000-best lists on the DQET13-nbest dataset. QE is able to improve the performance on all metrics, with IR or BL+IR feature sets obtain the best results. F 1 is also improved with word-level combination using a 100-best list (Specia et al., 2014) . We obtain up to 0.28 points increase in BLEUs with the word-level combination using a 1000-best list. With sentence-level re-ranking, we are able to improve only the NISTs scores using a 50-best list.
With sentence-level re-ranking, we observe that performance decrease as we increase n from 50 to 1000. Results for different n-best lists with increasing n are pre-sented in (Specia et al., 2014) . With word-level combination, performance increase as we increase n on DQET-nbest and on DFDA13-nbest, we observe increasing performance on some metrics with increasing n where the best results are obtained with 100-best lists. Table 8 presents the corresponding results on the DFDA13-nbest English-Spanish and Spanish-English datasets using 100-best lists. Sentence-level re-ranking does not yield improvements. With word-level combination, we are able to achieve improvements according to BLEU and 1-WER. The performance gains are larger on DFDA13-nbest and the addition of SMT features improve the performance slightly. The IR feature set and other feature sets containing IR lead to the best results. Previous results such as (Blatz et al., 2004) could not improve the BLEU scores with n-best list re-scoring, but obtained some improvements in NISTs scores.
With word-level combination, performance increase as we increase n for NISTs in general and for 1-WER when translating from English to Spanish. We observed a slight decrease in 1-WER when translating from Spanish to English. NIST favors more diverse outputs by weighting less frequent n-grams more, which can explain the increase in NISTs scores with increasing n.
ITERPE and SSSS for Machine Translation Improvements
In these experiments we use quality estimation to identify source sentences whose translations have potential for improvement such that building sentence-specific SMT systems (SSSS) may improve their translations and the overall SMT performance. Our goal is to find instances that have suboptimal translations and for which a better translation is possible by building SSSS. In domain adaptation, we show that Moses SMT systems built with FDA-selected 10, 000 training sentences are able to obtain F 1 results as good as the baselines that use up to 2 million sentences and better performance with Moses SMT systems built with FDA-selected 50, 000 training sentences (Biçici, 2015) . In fact, SSSS built using as few as 5, 000 training instances for each source sentence can achieve close performance to a baseline SMT system using 2 million sentences . In Table 14 , we show that we can achieve better NIST performance using SSSS built with FDA5-selected 5, 000 training instances. The ITERPE model allows us to identify which sentences have more potential for improvement by re-translation and we demonstrate performance improvements with SSSS. An ITERPE sorting of the translation instances can be used to group them into different quality bands for different purposes, for instance, for re-translation or for post-editing.
ITERPE: Identifying Translation Errors Regardless of Prediction Errors
We use the IR feature set to build two QE systems: QuEst S and QuEst (S,T ′ ) , where the former uses only the source sentence S and the latter uses both S and its translation T ′ when predicting the quality score. QuEst (S,T ′ ) is a more informed pre- dictor. Biçici et al. (2013) obtained better results than QE using only the source sentences with the machine translation performance prediction system. We consider two types of errors: prediction error or translation error. Prediction errors are errors due to the prediction model, while translation errors are errors due to mistranslations by the MT engine. We want to fix translation errors regardless of potential prediction errors. Having a precise estimator (low MAE) is important for identifying the score differences. Also, if the prediction reaches the top possible target score, topScore, where y ≤ topScore then we do not expect to be able to further improve the translation. Letŷ S = QuEst S (S) andŷ = QuEst (S,T ′ ) (S, T ′ ) represent the prediction from QE using only the source S and using both S and T ′ and t y be a positive threshold on the prediction. When predicting which instances to re-translate, we compare two strategies, which sort instances according to d: MEAN: d =ȳ ȳ y −ŷ ŷ y. Selects instances whose expected performance is lower than the expected mean performance, which attempts to improve lower performing instances. ITERPE: d =ŷ ŷ y −ŷ ŷ y S . Selects instances according to differences in predictions from different predictors, which attempts to identify the translation errors regardless of prediction errors (ITERPE). The ITERPE strategy relies on the performance prediction of the quality of a sentence translation task by two separate predictors, one using only the source sentence and one using both the source sentence and the translation. ITERPE invention (Biçici, 2014) works as follows:
• Ifŷ S >ŷ andŷ S < topScore, then by looking at S, we expect a better translation performance. So, T ′ is not optimal. • Ifŷ S =ŷ, then either the quality score is the same for both or T ′ is not giving us new information. If (ŷ −ŷ S ) ≤ t y andŷ S < topScore, then we assume that T ′ is not optimal.
• If (ŷ −ŷ S ) > t y , then T ′ may be close to the possible translation we can obtain.
ITERPE Learning Results
t y can be optimized to improve the overall F 1 performance on the training set. Table 9 shows the average English to German (en-de) and German to English (de-en) training set and test set statistics. In this case, the target, y, is the F 1 score. MAE is for y and MAE S is forŷ S . ⌈y S ⌉ and ⌈y T ⌉ are the source and target performance bounds on y calculated based on synthetic translations . Score differences to bounds show a measure of how close are the translations to the bounds. We cumulatively and separately bin instances according to their deviation from the mean of d,d, in σ d steps and evaluate the prediction performance of different strategies. Table 11 shows the cumulatively binning performance on the training set where predictions are obtained by cross-validation and Table 10 show the training results within separate bins. n is the number of instances in the score range. Table 11 also shows that ITERPE is able to identify hard to translate instances using only the prediction information. Table 12 and Table 13 show the cumulatively binning of the performance of the test set instances according to their deviation fromd for both the en-de and de-en DFDA14-test sets. We observe that lower d corresponds to instances with lower F 1 scores (compared toȳ) and higher potential for improvements according to ⌈y S ⌉ − y and ⌈y T ⌉ − y. Until about d ≤d + 2σ d , MAE S is lower, which indicates that for these instances, we can trustŷ S more thanŷ and therefore, sinceŷ S >ŷ when d < 0, these instances correspond to the instances that have some potential for improvement. Including the confidence of predictions in the decision process may also improve the performance. We observe that the difference with the upper bounds increase with decreasing d, which indicates that we are able to identify instances that have the highest potential for increase in their performance. ITERPE is able to consistently identify instances with higher potential difference to the bounds. Figure 1 plots ITERPE sorted MAE histogram and d vs. MAE plot for en-de and de-en on the DFDA14-test test set. Figure 2 compares the MAER and MAER S distributions on de-en DFDA14-test test set instances sorted according to ITERPE and Figure 3 compares the MRAER and MRAER S distributions on en-de DFDA14-test test set.
SSSS with ITERPE Sorted Instances
We build SSSS over the en-de and de-en DFDA14-test set instances using up to 25, 000 training instances selected specifically for each source sentence using FDA5 (Biçici and Yuret, 2015) . The results are presented in Table 14 , which show that using training set of 1, 000 instances for building SSSS does not lead to better results on all of DFDA14-test. However, SSSS with 1, 000 training instances each can obtain as close results as 1 F 1 point in en-de and shows that this level of parallelism is possible with SMT. en-de translation performance also improves with SSSS where each use 5, 000 training instances.
We also run sentence-specific SMT experiments over the top instances that have more potential for improvement according to their ITERPE sorting. Table 14 also presents the results for the top 100 or 200 instances compared to baseline translation performance on those instances. Improvements of up to 1.43 BLEU, 0.54 F 1 , 2.9 NIST, 0.64 BLEUs, and 4.7 NISTs points are obtained over the top 100 ITERPE sorted instances for en-de. Compared to baseline results, ITERPE sorting is able to obtain up to 1.43 BLEU points improvement over the top 100 instances by being able to identify the top instances that have more potential for improvement by re-translation with SSSS. Figure 4 plots ITERPE sorted accumulative average performance improvement compared with the baseline over the top 500 instances in en-de and de-en on the DFDA14-test test set. Maximum accumulative gain with SSSS on the DFDA14-test test set over the top 100 ITERPE sorted instances is visible in Figure 4 and can reach 4.4 BLEUs points and 3.7 F 1 points for en-de, and 9.1 BLEUs points and 7.2 F 1 points for de-en. Maximum instance gains with SSSS on the DFDA14-test test set over the top 100 ITERPE sorted instances are presented in Table 15 .
Conclusions
We described several ways to use quality predictions produced by the QE framework in order to improve SMT performance without changing the MT systems' internal functioning. In all cases, promising results were found, leading us to believe that quality predictions produced by the state of the art approaches can help in the process of achieving the high quality translation goal. Table 16 summarizes our main findings when we use quality predictions towards improving machine translation quality. The ITERPE model can obtain robust sortings of the translations allowing us to answer questions about which translations do not have much potential for improvement and which may need to be re-translated or maybe post-edited. We build sentence specific SMT systems on the ITERPE sorted instances identified as having more potential for improvement and obtain improvements in BLEU, F 1 , NIST, BLEUs, and NISTs.
